
Residential /Commercial 

Interior & Exterior

We are a  Santa Fe based company with old fashioned ideals.  We enjoy 
bringing service to our clients.  So many times we hear “you showed up”! 
We bring this professional attitude with us through the entire process.  

We offer free estimates.  We go to your home or office, measure and look 
over the area you wish painted.  If you are having trouble picking color, 
we can offer you consultation after discussing the look you are wanting to 
achieve.    

Pricing depends on what you are requesting done and the condition of 
the space needing to be painted.  But a general rule of thumb is $1.25 a 
sq foot.  Smaller projects, touch ups and things like cabinets are 
estimated by time and the material costs.   

Residential HOA 
As a small company we have been beautifully supported through a 
wonderful network of clients which have become friends.  Our clients 
have brought us to Durango Colorado, both Scottsdale and Phoenix 
Arizona, and South Carolina where we have completed several exterior 
and interior jobs.  In Scottsdale we have painted at the Princess Views and 
Desert Highlands HOA’s both located on Golf Courses and successfully 
completed various exterior and interior home projects.  We offer a 
reliable service that reflects value to help you choose the colors that best 
suit your home within the guidelines of your association.  

We operate mostly out of the Santa Fe area where our work is 
predominantly word of mouth, and through realtors. 



Real Estate 
Whether you are interested in a new look for your home or getting it 
ready for sale we are the painters for you.  We work with several real 
estate agents based in Santa Fe that need to find cost effective ways to 
make the space they are selling appealing and desirable.  By repairing 
cracks, caulking and painting we make the space available for the clients 
to visualize how it would best suit their needs. Whether it is finish plaster 
or stucco we match and hide blemishes and small cracks.   
 
Some projects require us to clean and empty the space from prior 
tenants.   Finishing Touch Painting & More has a trailer and the necessary 
equipment to handle these situations with ease.  We  power wash stucco 
to remove stains, repair small cracks,  clean out gutters, trim branches 
and refinish exterior woodwork to make homes look more attractive.  
After inspections we are able to complete  punch lists to accelerate the 
closing.  

Whether painting commercially or residentially the preparation is the 
most important part. By using quality products without altering their 
integrity, Finishing Touch can proudly stand by the work.  We tarp, scrape, 
caulk, patch, sand and clean before we open a can of paint.  Nothing is 
perfect, but we strive for perfection.


